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VALMANO, a subsidiary of Germany’s leading jewelry store chain CHRIST, is among the most popular trend- and lifestyle-shops for 
watches and jewelry online. Our trendy and broad assortment is both available through VALMANO.de and VALMANO.at as well 
internationally, on our recently launched VALMANO.se page. 
 
Our target is to become the most successful, most trustworthy and most customer-oriented online jeweler in Europe. To achieve 
this, we need to provide our clients with smooth online processes and a best-in-class customer experience.  

For our International team we are looking for an Internship E-Commerce-/ Shop-Management (m/f/x) in Berlin. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:  

 You are a part of the Internationalization-team, which drives the progress of VALMANO’s business model in- and outside 
of European markets 

 You are part of the internationalization team and get insights into strategic internationalization topics 

 Help with the optimization of our online shop 

 Insights into sales via the website in all countries 

 Support in analyzing competitors and trends   
 

YOUR QUALIFICATIONS: 

 You are already at an advanced stage of your studies in the field of business studies 

 You are characterized by a strong affinity for e-commerce, an analytical and creative way of thinking as well as an inde-
pendent way of working 

 You speak fluent German as well as good English and French 
 
OUR BENEFITS: 

 You receive a competitive salary 

 A large selection of free soft drinks and plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables 

 Great employee discounts in our online shop 

 You will be trained in a structured way, consistently develop and receive regular feedback 

 A small, charming team that is looking forward to getting to know you 
 
If that sounds like something you have searched for and you are up for a new exciting challenge? Just fantastic! We are looking 
forward to welcoming you to our international team. Please apply via Mail (karriere@valmano.de). 
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